Query-by-example spoken term detection (QbE STD) aims at retrieving data from a speech repository given an acoustic query containing the term of interest as input. Nowadays, it is receiving much interest due to the large volume of multimedia information. This paper presents the systems submitted to the ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation held as a part of the ALBAYZIN 2014 Evaluation campaign within the context of the IberSPEECH 2014 conference. This is the second QbE STD evaluation in Spanish, which allows us to evaluate the progress in this technology for this language. The evaluation consists in retrieving the speech files that contain the input queries, indicating the start and end times where the input queries were found, along with a score value that reflects the confidence given to the detection of the query. Evaluation is conducted on a Spanish spontaneous speech database containing a set of talks from workshops, which amount to about 7 h of speech. We present the database, the evaluation metric, the systems submitted to the evaluation, the results, and compare this second evaluation with the first ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluation held in 2012. Four different research groups took part in the evaluations held in 2012 and 2014. In 2014, new multi-word and foreign queries were added to the single-word and in-language queries used in 2012. Systems submitted to the second evaluation are hybrid systems which integrate letter transcription-and template matching-based systems. Despite the significant improvement obtained by the systems submitted to this second evaluation compared to those of the first evaluation, results still show the difficulty of this task and indicate that there is still room for improvement.
Introduction
The ever-increasing volume of heterogeneous speech data stored in audio and audiovisual repositories promotes the development of efficient methods for retrieving such information. Significant research has been conducted on spoken document retrieval (SDR), keyword spotting (KWS), spoken term detection (STD), query-by-example (QbE), or spoken query approaches to address this issue. STD aims at finding individual words or sequences of words within audio archives. It usually relies on a textbased input, commonly the word/phone transcription of the search term. For this reason, STD is also called textbased STD. STD systems are typically composed of three *Correspondence: javier.tejedor@depeca.uah.es 1 GEINTRA, Universidad de Alcalá, Campus Universitario. Ctra.
Madrid-Barcelona, km.33,600, Alcalá de Henares, Madrid, Spain Full list of author information is available at the end of the article different stages: (1) the audio is decoded in terms of word/subword lattices using an automatic speech recognition (ASR) subsystem, (2) a term detection subsystem searches the terms within those word/subword lattices and hypothesizes detections, and (3) confidence measures are applied to output reliable detections.
QbE can be defined as 'a method of searching for an example of an object or a part of it in other objects' . This has been widely used in audio applications such as sound classification [1] [2] [3] , music information retrieval [4, 5] , and spoken document retrieval [6] . In QbE STD, we consider the scenario in which the user has found some interesting data within a speech data repository and his/her purpose is to find similar data within that repository. The interesting data consist of one or several speech segments containing the term of interest (henceforth, query) and the system outputs other putative hits from the repository (henceforth, utterances). Alternatively, the term of interest can be uttered by the user. Using speech queries offers a big advantage for devices with limited textbased capabilities, which can be effectively used under the QbE STD paradigm. Other advantage is that QbE STD can be employed for building language-independent STD systems [7] [8] [9] [10] , since prior knowledge of the language involved in the speech data is not necessary.
QbE STD has been mainly addressed in the literature from two perspectives:
• Methods based on word/subword transcription of the query [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , so that the text-based STD technology can be applied.
• Methods based on template matching of features extracted from the query and speech repository [9-11, 15, 18-27] . These usually borrow the idea from dynamic time warping (DTW)-based speech recognition and were found to outperform subword transcription-based techniques in QbE STD [28] .
Recently, hybrid systems combining both methods have also been proposed [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Unsupervised spoken term detection techniques, which aim at automatically discovering acoustic patterns (e.g., for training acoustic models) for languages for which manual transcriptions and linguistic knowledge are scarce, have been also investigated [34, 35] . These techniques can also be employed for building language-independent QbE STD systems, since prior knowledge of the language is not necessary.
Recently, several evaluations including SDR, STD, and QbE STD have been held [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . We organized the second international ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluation in the context of the ALBAYZIN 2014 Evaluation campaign. These campaigns are internationally open sets of evaluations supported by the Spanish Network of Speech Technologies (RTTH) 1 and the ISCA Special Interest Group on Iberian Languages (SIG-IL) 2 held every 2 years from 2006. The evaluation campaigns provide an objective mechanism to compare different systems and promote research in different speech technologies such as audio segmentation [41] , speaker diarization [42] , language recognition [43] , query-by-example spoken term detection [44] , and speech synthesis [45] .
Spanish is a major language in the world and significant research has been conducted on it for ASR, KWS, and STD tasks [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . In 2012, the first QbE STD evaluation dealing with Spanish was organized in the context of the ALBAYZIN 2012 Evaluation campaign. The success of this first evaluation [44] encouraged us to organize a new QbE STD evaluation for the ALBAYZIN 2014 Evaluation campaign aiming at evaluating the progress in this technology for Spanish. The second ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluation incorporates new and more difficult queries (i.e., multi-word and foreign queries). In addition, all the queries from the first evaluation are kept so that a comparison between the systems submitted to both evaluations is possible. This paper presents the systems submitted to the ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation and makes a comparison with the systems submitted to the ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2012 evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section presents a description of the QbE STD evaluations held in 2012 and 2014. Section 3 presents the different systems submitted to the evaluations. Results along with discussion are presented next, and the work is concluded in the last section.
ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluations
The ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2012 and 2014 evaluations involve searching for audio content within audio content using an audio content query. These evaluations are suitable for research groups working on speech indexing and retrieval and on speech recognition. The input to the system is an acoustic example per query, and hence prior knowledge of the correct word/subword transcription corresponding to each query is not available.
The evaluations consist in searching for a test query list within test speech data. Participants were provided with a training/development (train/dev) query list and speech data that can be used for system training and tuning, though any additional data can also be employed, as long as it is properly described in the system description.
Participants could submit a primary system and several contrastive systems. No manual intervention is allowed to generate the final output file, and hence all systems must be fully automatic. Listening to the test data, or any other human interaction with the test data is forbidden before all the evaluation results on test data have been sent to the participants. The standard XML-based format corresponding to the NIST STD 2006 evaluation [53] has been used for building the system output file. For both evaluations, about 3 months were given to the participants for system design. Train/dev data (i.e., train/dev speech data, train/dev query list, train/dev ground-truth labels, orthographic transcription and timestamps for phrase boundaries in the train/dev speech data, and evaluation tools) were released at the end of June 2012/2014, test data (i.e., test speech data and test query list) were released at the beginning of September 2012/2014, and the final system submission was due at the end of September 2012/2014. Final results were presented and discussed at IberSPEECH 2012 and IberSPEECH 2014 conferences at the end of November 2012 3 /2014 4 .
Evaluation metric
In QbE STD, a hypothesized occurrence is called a detection; if the detection corresponds to an actual occurrence, it is called a hit, otherwise it is a false alarm (FA). An actual occurrence that is not detected is called a miss. The Actual Term Weighted Value (ATWV) proposed by NIST [53] for STD has been used as the main metric for the evaluations. This metric integrates the hit rate and false alarm rate of each query into a single metric and then averages over all the queries:
where denotes the set of queries and | | is the number of queries in this set. N K hit and N K FA represent the numbers of hits and false alarms of query K, respectively, and N K true is the number of actual occurrences of K in the audio. T denotes the audio length in seconds, and β is a weight factor set to 999.9, as in the ATWV proposed by NIST [54] . This weight factor causes an emphasis placed on recall compared to precision in the ratio 10:1.
ATWV represents the TWV for the threshold set by the system (usually tuned on development data). An additional metric, called Maximum Term Weighted Value (MTWV) [53] has also been considered. It is the maximum TWV achieved by the system for all possible thresholds and hence does not depend on the tuned threshold. This MTWV represents the performance of the system if the threshold was perfectly set. Results based on this metric are presented to evaluate the goodness of threshold selection.
In addition to ATWV and MTWV, NIST also proposed a detection error tradeoff (DET) curve [55] to evaluate the performance of a QbE STD system working at various miss/FA ratios. DET curves are also presented in this paper for system comparison.
Database
The database used for ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2012 and 2014 evaluations consists of a set of talks extracted from the MAVIR workshops 5 held in (corpus MAVIR 2006 ) that contain speakers from Spain and Latin America (henceforth MAVIR corpus or database). The MAVIR corpus contains 3 recordings in English and 10 recordings in Spanish, but only the recordings in Spanish were used for the evaluations. The MAVIR Spanish data consist of spontaneous speech files, each containing different speakers, which amount to about 7 h of speech, and are further divided for the purpose of these evaluations into train/dev and test sets. There are 20 male and 3 female speakers in the MAVIR Spanish database.
The speech data were originally recorded in several audio formats (pulse-code modulation (PCM) mono and stereo, MP3, 22.05 KHz., 48 KHz., etc.). All data were converted to PCM, 16 KHz., single channel, 16 bits per sample using SoX tool 6 . Recordings were made with the same equipment, a Digital TASCAM DAT model DA-P1, except for one recording. Different microphones were used for the different recordings. They mainly consisted of tabletop or floor standing microphones, but in one case a lavalier microphone was used. The distance from the mouth of the speaker to the microphone varies and was not particularly controlled, but in most cases the distance was smaller than 50 cm. All the speech contain real and spontaneous speech of MAVIR workshops in a real setting. Thus, the recordings were made in large conference rooms with capacity for over a hundred people and a large amount of people in the conference room. This poses additional challenges including background noise (particularly babble noise) and reverberation. The realistic settings and the different nature of the spontaneous speech in this database make it appealing and challenging enough for ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluations and definitely for further work. The speech data were manually annotated in an orthographic form, but timestamps were only set for phrase boundaries. To prepare the data used for the evaluations, organizers manually added the timestamps for all the occurrences of the train/dev and test search queries. Table 1 includes some database features such as the number of word occurrences, duration, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [56] of each speech file in the MAVIR Spanish database.
Given that the database used in these evaluations consists of spontaneous speech, there is an inherent difficulty for query detection. In addition, QbE STD and, in general, ASR system performance significantly degrades when training data belong to a different domain or pose different acoustic conditions to those of the test data. To alleviate this problem in the ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluations, organizers provided limited train/dev data from the same domain and with similar acoustic conditions (microphone speech from workshops) as the test data. However, it must be noted that different microphones and even different rooms were used for each recorded file in the MAVIR database, and hence, the acoustic conditions can vary significantly from one file to another.
Train/dev data amount to about 5 h of speech extracted from 7 out of the 10 speech files of the MAVIR Spanish database and contain 15 male and 2 female speakers. For the evaluation held in 2012, the train/dev query list consisted of 60 queries. All of them were single words with lengths between 7 and 16 graphemes. There are 1027 occurrences of those queries in the train/dev speech data. For the evaluation held in 2014, the train/dev Each train/dev query has one or more occurrences in the train/dev speech data and each test query has one or more occurrences in the test speech data. All these queries were extracted from the MAVIR database.
Comparison with other QbE STD evaluations
The most similar evaluations to ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluations are the MediaEval 2011, 2012, and 2013 Spoken Web Search [38, 57, 58] . The task to be performed in MediaEval and ALBAYZIN evaluations is the same, but these differ in several aspects. This makes it difficult to compare the results obtained in ALBAYZIN evaluations to previous MediaEval evaluations.
The most important difference is the nature of the audio content used for the evaluations. In MediaEval evaluations, the speech is typically telephone speech, either conversational or read and elicited speech, or speech recorded with in-room microphones. In ALBAYZIN evaluations, the audio contains microphone recordings of real talks in real workshops, in large conference rooms with the public. Microphones, conference rooms, and even recording conditions change from one recording to another. Microphones are not close talking microphones but table top and floor standing microphones mainly.
In addition, the MediaEval evaluations deal with Indian and African-derived languages, along with Albanian, Basque, Czech, non-native English, Romanian, and Slovak languages, while ALBAYZIN evaluations deal with Spanish.
Besides MediaEval evaluations, a new QbE STD evaluation has been organized within NTCIR-11 conference [59] . Data used in this evaluation contained spontaneous speech in Japanese provided by the National Institute for Japanese language as well as spontaneous speech recorded during seven editions of the Spoken Document Processing Workshop. As additional information, this evaluation provides participants with the results of a voice activity detection system on the input speech data, the manual transcription of the speech data, and the output of a Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) system. Although ALBAYZIN evaluations could be similar in terms of speech nature to this NTCIR QbE STD evaluation (speech recorded in real workshops), ALBAYZIN evaluations do not provide any kind of information apart from the speech content, the list of queries, and the train/dev ground-truth files to participants. In addition, ALBAYZIN evaluations make use of other language and define disjoint train/dev and test query lists to measure the generalization capability of the systems. Table 6 summarizes the main characteristics of the MediaEval QbE STD evaluations, the NTCIR-11 QbE STD evaluation, and the ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluations held in 2012 and 2014.
Systems
Four research groups, listed in Table 7 , took part in the ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluations held in 2012 and 2014. Four systems were submitted to the ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation. Two of them (those based on deep neural networks (DNN)) were post-evaluation submissions. In addition, two text-based STD systems (the DNN-based system was a post-evaluation submission) were also submitted to compare the QbE STD systems with other technology that also aims at searching for terms within speech data. For the ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2012 evaluation, four different systems were submitted. Table 8 summarizes the main characteristics of these QbE STD systems, which are further described next along with the text-based STD system.
ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation: Fusion (SGMM)+Posteriorgram system
This system consists of the fusion of three different subsystems, as shown in Fig. 1 : a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system, a dynamic time warping Table 4 Test queries used in both 2012 and 2014 evaluations. Each cell indicates query text, time length per query (in milliseconds), and number of occurrences per query search-based system with a fingerprint representation of the queries and the utterances, and a DTW search-based system with phoneme posterior probabilities for query and utterance representation. The three subsystems are described in the following sections.
Kaldi LVCSR-based QbE STD system
The architecture of the Kaldi LVCSR-based QbE STD system is shown in Fig. 2 . First, an LVCSR system was built using the Kaldi open-source toolkit [60] . Thirteen-dimensional perceptual linear prediction (PLP) Table 5 New test queries used in the 2014 evaluation and not in the 2012 evaluation, time length per query (in milliseconds), and number of occurrences per query Table 6 QbE STD evaluation characteristics and languages: Albanian ('ALB'), Basque ('BAS'), Czech ('CZE'), non-native English ('NN-ENG'), Isixhosa ('ISIX'), Isizulu ('ISIZ'), Romanian ('ROM'), Sepedi ('SEP'), Setswana ('SET'), and Slovak ('SLO') training data, which is next used to train a Subspace GMM (SGMM) employed in the decoding stage to generate word lattices and word sequences. The acoustic models were trained using the Spanish data from 2006 TC-STAR ASR evaluation campaign 7 . Specifically, the training data from the European Parliamentary plenary sessions and the Spanish Parliament sessions, which were manually transcribed, were used for acoustic model training [61] . All the non-speech parts, the speech parts corresponding to transcriptions with pronunciation errors, incomplete sentences, and short speech utterances from the speech data were discarded. After this, the training data amount to about 79 h of speech.
The language model (LM) was trained using a text database of 160 million words extracted from several sources: transcriptions of European and Spanish Parliaments of the TC-STAR database, subtitles, books, newspapers, online courses, and the transcriptions of the MAVIR sessions included in the train/dev data provided by the organizers 8 . For development experiments, a different LM was created for each MAVIR session, using the transcription of the session to obtain the optimum mixture of the partial LMs. The LM and the corresponding vocabulary created from all the train/dev data files except one were then used to compute the query detections of that file in a leave-one-out strategy. For the test data, the LM was generated using a normalized average of the weights obtained from the development sessions. It must be noted that the vocabulary was selected at the last stage of the LM training, once the partial LMs and their weights were computed. A trigram word LM trained with a vocabulary of 60,000 words and a Kneser-Ney discount strategy was The Kaldi-based LVCSR system generates word lattices [63] for the utterances and a word sequence for each query using the SGMM acoustic models and the wordbased LM. The word sequence of the query is then used as the word transcription of the query term so that a textbased STD system can be effectively used to hypothesize query detections. To do so, the system integrates the Kaldi term detector [60, 64, 65] , which searches for the input queries within those word lattices. The lattice indexing technique, described in [66] , first converts the word lattices of all the utterances from individual weighted finite state transducers (WFST) to a single generalized factor transducer structure that stores the start-time, end-time, and the lattice posterior probability of each word token as a 3-dimensional cost. This factor transducer represents an inverted index of all the word sequences contained in the lattices. Thus, given a search query, a simple finite state machine that accepts the input query (from its word sequence) is created and composed with the factor transducer in order to obtain all the occurrences of the query in the utterances. The posterior probabilities of the lattice corresponding to all the words of the input query are accumulated, assigning a confidence score to each detection.
MFCC fingerprint-based QbE STD system
This system employs a Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) fingerprint representation of the queries and utterances [67] , and search is performed using a dynamic time warping approach.
An audio fingerprint is a compact representation of an audio signal that extracts the most meaningful information of an audio excerpt. This representation, which is often restricted to binary values, has been used in different tasks [68] [69] [70] for several reasons: (1) the storage requirements of fingerprints are relatively small since binary values are employed, (2) the comparison of different fingerprints is efficient since perceptual irrelevancies have been removed, and (3) searching on fingerprint databases is efficient because the searching space is small [71] and almost all the operations are performed in a binary domain. 
The fingerprint extraction comprises two different steps:
• Feature extraction. First, acoustic features are obtained from the audio signal that represents the queries and the utterances. Twelve-dimensional MFCCs augmented with C0 and first and second order derivatives were employed to build a 39-dimensional feature vector. These MFCCs were extracted every 10 ms using a 20-ms sliding window.
• Frame-level fingerprints. The fingerprints corresponding to the acoustic features of each query and utterance frame were obtained from the MFCCs as described in [68] . A convolution mask is used to binarize the acoustic features. Specifically, a mask for finding negative slopes on the spectrogram in two consecutive frames is applied. Given a set of acoustic features S ∈ I×J , where S i,j is the feature corresponding to energy band i and frame j, the value F i,j of the frame-level fingerprint corresponding to frame j is obtained after applying the convolution mask as follows:
The DTW search was adopted from [29] and comprises four different steps:
• Similarity measure calculation. Euclidean distance between each pair of query frame and utterance frame has been used to compute a matrix that stores the similarity between query and utterance frames. Given a query Q = {q 1 , . . . , q N } and an utterance S = {s 1 , . . . , s M }, a similarity matrix M ∈ N×M is computed, whose rows and columns correspond to the frames of the query and the utterance, respectively.
• Coarse search. Once the similarity matrix is obtained, a coarse search is carried out to obtain a set of candidate matches. To do so, a sliding window of the size of the query (i.e., N frames) is used with 50 % overlap, and the estimated DTW value of the current window defined by features (q n i , . . . , q n i+N ) is computed as follows:
where M * ,n represents the nth column of the similarity matrix M. A set of candidates is obtained from this step; specifically, as in [29] , the number of candidate detections was selected as the maximum between 100 and the duration of the utterance in seconds.
Therefore, those candidate detections that obtain the lowest estimated DTW values are selected.
• Fine search. After selecting the candidate detections in the previous step, an additional DTW search of the query on these candidate positions is conducted. A window of the size of the query is employed for this search, and the actual DTW distance calculated during the DTW search is output.
• Selection of best detections. Once the DTW of the fine search has been carried out, those detections that are separated by at least 0.5 s are kept. Next, the detections whose DTW value is less than a threshold are output as final detections, while the rest are discarded.
Train/dev data were used to train the decision threshold. Next, this threshold was used to hypothesize query detections of the test data.
Phoneme posteriorgram-based QbE STD system
This system is the same as the MFCC fingerprint-based system except that, instead of using MFCC fingerprints for query and utterance representation, phoneme posteriorgrams were employed to build the feature vectors. Specifically, phoneme posteriorgrams [72] were computed for the queries and the utterances by means of a long temporal context-based phoneme recognizer [73] . From all the available phoneme recognizers in [73] (English, Czech, Hungarian, and Russian), the English phoneme recognizer was employed, as it maximized ATWV performance on train/dev data. This phoneme recognizer bases on a TANDEM feature extraction architecture, which merges state phoneme posterior vectors computed from a neural network and PLP coefficients to build the feature vectors. These feature vectors are next fed within a standard GMM/HMM system. Vocal Tract Length Normalization, and speaker based mean and variance normalization are applied in the TANDEM architecture, along with gaussianization and Heteroscedastic Linear Discriminant Analysis for decorrelation and dimensionality reduction. Finally, the same DTW search used in the previous system was employed to hypothesize query detections.
System fusion
System fusion combines the output of the three systems described above to produce a more discriminative and better-calibrated score for each detection, aiming at taking advantage of the strengths of the individual approaches [30] . First, a per-query zero-mean and unit-variance normalization (q-norm) was applied in order to prevent the scores of the individual systems to be in different ranges and to obtain query-independent scores. At this point, fusion is not straightforward, as not all the systems to be fused output a score for every possible trial (i.e., detection); hence, before fusion, the detection problem is transformed into a verification problem. To do so, all the time instants of the detections found by the different systems are first merged and next aligned with the ground-truth to obtain a set of client and impostor trials (i.e., hits and false alarms). As not all the systems may have produced a score for each of these trials, missing scores are hypothesized by computing the average of the other scores for that detection [74] . Once every trial (detection) has a score for each system, fusion is carried out using the Bosaris toolkit [75] ; specifically, a logistic regression fusion scheme was trained using the training/development data and then applied to the test data. This procedure results in a new score for each detection, which is then used to output the final detections of the Fusion (SGMM)+Posteriorgram system. The overlapped detections, i.e., detections of different queries at the same time interval, were removed by keeping the query detection with the highest score.
ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation: Fusion (SGMM) system
This system, whose architecture is shown in Fig. 3 , consists of the fusion of two different subsystems: the Kaldi LVCSR-based system and the DTW search-based system with an MFCC fingerprint representation of the queries and utterances, both described previously. These two systems are again fused with the fusion strategy described in the previous section.
ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation: Fusion (DNN)+ Posteriorgram system
This system is the same as the Fusion (SGMM)+ Posteriorgram system with the only difference of the type of acoustic models used in the Kaldi LVCSR-based system. In this case, DNN-based acoustic models have been employed, instead of SGMMs. Specifically, a DNN-based context-dependent speech recognizer was trained using the Kaldi toolkit [60] following Karel Vesely's DNN training approach [76] . The network has 6 hidden layers, with 2048 units each. The features employed for DNN training and recognition are computed as follows: 9 frames of 13-dimensional MFCCs are projected down to 40 dimensions using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and the resulting features are further de-correlated using maximum likelihood linear transform (MLLT); this is followed by speaker normalization using feature-space maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR).
ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation: Fusion (DNN) system
This system is the same as the Fusion (SGMM) system with the only difference of the type of acoustic models used in the Kaldi LVCSR-based system. In this case, the same DNN-based LVCSR system employed for the Fusion (DNN)+Posteriorgram system has been used.
ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation: text-based SGMM spoken term detection system (text-based SGMM STD)
A text-based STD system has been used to establish a comparison with the results achieved by the QbE STD systems. This text-based STD system, whose architecture is shown in Fig. 4 , follows the same approach as the Kaldi LVCSR-based system described previously in the Fusion (SGMM)+Posteriorgram system, with the only difference being that, in this case, the actual transcription of the query term is given to the system, so the query decoding step is not necessary.
ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation: text-based DNN spoken term detection system (text-based DNN STD)
An additional text-based STD system was built from DNNs. This system, whose architecture is the same as the Text-based SGMM STD system, replaces the SGMMbased acoustic models of the Text-based SGMM STD system by the DNN-based acoustic models described in the Fusion (DNN)+Posteriorgram system.
ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2012 evaluation systems
Four different systems were submitted to the evaluation held in 2012, which were already described in the Iber-SPEECH 2012 proceedings [77] . Here, a brief description of their main characteristics is provided:
System DTW-Zero is based on a DTW zero-resource matching approach. First, Gaussian posteriorgram features are used as signal representation, which are obtained from a GMM trained from MFCCs. These features are next sent to the subsequence-DTW matching algorithm [19] that employs the cosine distance as similarity measure between query and utterance frames to hypothesize query detections within the utterances.
System P1B-STD is based on an exact match of the phone sequence output by a speech recognizer given the spoken query within the phone lattices corresponding to the utterances. Phone decoders for Czech, Hungarian, and Russian have been employed to produce the phone sequence of each query and the phone lattices. The Lattice2Multigram tool [78] 9 is used to conduct query search. System P1B-STDa combines the query detections of the Hungarian and Russian phone decoders, and System P1B-STDb combines the query detections of all decoders.
System P1L-STD is based on a search on phone lattices generated from a posteriori phone probabilities. These phone probabilities are obtained by combining the acoustic class probabilities estimated from a GMM-based clustering procedure on the acoustic space and the conditional probabilities of each acoustic class with respect to each phonetic unit [79] . These acoustic classes comprise the set of Spanish phones. Next, the phone probabilities are used in an ASR process to output the phone lattices that represent both the query and the utterance. These query and utterance phone lattices are used for query search, where a search of every path in the query lattice on every path in the utterance lattice is conducted to hypothesize detections. Substitution, insertion, and deletion errors in the lattice matching are allowed. A query-dependent confidence score is assigned to each detection.
System DTW-Spanish employs the same a posteriori phone probabilities as System P1L-STD for query/utterance representation, and these are subsequently used for query search. The query search is based on segmental DTW search [80] with the Kullback-Leibler divergence as similarity measure between query and utterance frames. The same query-dependent confidence score approach used in the P1L-STD system is employed in this system to score each detection.
Results and discussion

ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation
The results of the ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation for train/dev and test data are presented in Tables 9  and 10 , respectively. Results show, in general, similar performance for Fusion+Posteriorgram and Fusion systems both for train/dev and test data for SGMM-and DNNbased acoustic models. Paired t tests show that the slight improvement, if any, of the Fusion+Posteriorgram system over the Fusion system is not statistically significant for train/dev and test data (p ≈ 0.3) for both types of acoustic models. This shows that the phoneme posteriorgrambased system does not pose a complementary behavior compared to the MFCC fingerprint-based system, and hence similar results are obtained when one or both are fed to the fusion. In addition, using DNN as acoustic models in the Kaldi LVCSR-based system employed in the fusion outperform the SGMM acoustic models, though the performance gaps are not statistically significant for train/dev data and test data (p ≈ 0.3). This means that the gains obtained by the DTW-based approach in the fusion compensates the lower performance of the SGMM acoustic models.
Results also show that all the QbE STD systems perform worse than the text-based (SGMM and DNN) STD systems. The improvement of these text-based STD systems over those systems is statistically significant for train/dev data (p < 10 −4 ) and for test data (p < 10 −6 ). This is mainly due to the use of the correct word transcription of the search query in the text-based STD systems, and indicates that obtaining the word transcription of the query using an ASR system is still problematic. In addition, the improvement obtained by the text-based DNN STD system over the text-based SGMM STD system is statistically significant for train/dev data (p < 10 −2 ) and for test data (p < 0.03), which shows that the better acoustic modeling plays an important role in the final system performance.
DET curves for train/dev and test data are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. For train/dev data, it is clear that the Fusion (DNN)+Posteriorgram system performs similar to the Fusion (DNN) system for most of the range, except when false alarm rate is low, where the Fusion (DNN)+Posteriorgram system performs better, and that the DNN-based fused systems outperform the SGMM-based systems counterpart in general. For test data, the Fusion (SGMM)+Posteriorgram and Fusion (DNN)+Posteriorgram systems obtain a slight improvement over the Fusion (SGMM) and Fusion (DNN) systems respectively for most of the range, except for low miss rates, where all systems perform similar. In addition, the Fusion (DNN)+Posteriorgram system performance is worse than that of the Fusion (SGMM)+Posteriorgram when false alarm rate is low, and the same is observed with the Fusion (DNN) and Fusion (SGMM) systems. This confirms our conjecture that the DTW-based approach is able to compensate the lower performance of the SGMM acoustic models.
Foreign query analysis
An analysis on the foreign queries of the test data of the individual and fused systems submitted to the ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation has been conducted, and results are presented in Table 11 . There are 5 foreign queries in the test data, with 16 occurrences in total. Due to these low figures, differences in the system results are not, in general, statistically significant for paired t tests. However, we can still shed some light about the performance of the different systems for foreign queries. In general, for QbE STD systems, we observe performance degradation with the LVCSR-based systems compared with the template matching (i.e., DTW)-based systems. MFCC-Fingerprint and Phoneme posteriorgram systems outperform LVCSR SGMM-and LVCSR DNN-based systems. We consider this is due to LVCSR-based systems typically degrade their performance with foreign terms. This is confirmed by the text-based SGMM STD system performance, which is lower than that obtained with the DTW-based systems. However, with the better acoustic modeling of the text-based DNN STD system, the performance is better than that of the DTW-based systems, which confirms the potential of DNNs in STD, especially when the correct term transcription is employed in the search. As expected from the full evaluation results, the fused systems also perform the best for foreign query detection.
ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2012 and 2014 evaluation comparison
Evaluating the systems submitted to the ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2014 evaluation only on the queries of the evaluation held in 2012 produces the results shown in Tables 12  and 13 for train/dev and test data respectively, where these results are compared to those of the systems submitted to the 2012 evaluation.
For train/dev data, all the fusion-based systems improve the rest of the QbE STD systems. Paired t tests show that this improvement is statistically significant (p < 10 −3 ). For test data, the same behavior is observed. These results constitute a relevant progress for QbE STD in Spanish from the evaluation held in 2012. The best performance of these fusion-based systems is mainly due to two reasons: (1) The use of a robust LVCSR system for Spanish language in terms of acoustic model (SGMM and DNN) and language model (trained from a large variety of text sources), and (2) all the systems employ a fusion of different kinds of systems. Since word transcription-based systems and template matching-based systems present a complementary behavior for QbE STD, the combination of both yields improvements for QbE STD. we observe that the DNN-based systems outperform the SGMM-based systems, though there is no significant difference between them (p ≈ 0.4 for train/dev data and p ≈ 0.7 for test data), which is consistent with the results presented in the 2014 evaluation.
Among the systems that do not employ system fusion (all the fused systems integrate an LVCSR system), the DTW-Spanish system obtains the best overall performance for train/dev and test data. The query-dependent score normalization produces the smallest difference between MTWV and ATWV. This indicates that the threshold is well set. Paired t tests show that this best performance of the DTW-Spanish system is statistically significant for train/dev data (p < 10 −6 ) and test data (p < 10 −3 ) compared to the other single systems. This system is language-dependent, and this is probably one of the reasons for the best performance of the DTWSpanish system. In addition, the similarity measure used to conduct the segmental DTW search (Kullback-Leibler divergence) fits very well the posterior probabilities computed in the feature extraction stage. Aiming at building a language-independent QbE STD system, the DTW-Zero system deserves special mention, since it obtains the best performance in terms of MTWV on test data. In this case, a better threshold setting is needed to get nearer ATWV to MTWV.
The corresponding DET curves for train/dev and test data for the systems submitted to the evaluations held in 2012 and 2014 are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. We observe similar trends for both sets of data. Fusion (DNN)+Posteriorgram, Fusion (SGMM)+Posteriorgram, Fusion (DNN), and Fusion (SGMM) systems perform the best for almost all the range, except when the false alarm rate is low, where DTW-Zero system performs the best. For test data, the Fusion (SGMM)+Posteriorgram system performs better than the Fusion (SGMM) system for almost all the range, and the Fusion (DNN)+Posteriorgram system outperforms the Fusion (DNN) system, which is consistent with the results obtained in the 2014 evaluation.
Analyzing the DET curves for the single systems, it is clear that the DTW-Zero system, which employs a language-independent approach for QbE STD, outperforms the rest of the systems for train/dev and test data, except at the best operating point of the DTWSpanish system, where this performs better than the DTW-Zero system. This makes the DTW-Zero system interesting to face the language independency issue in QbE STD. 
Toward a language-independent STD system
From the systems submitted to the ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2012 and 2014 evaluations, insights about the feasibility of building a language-independent STD system can be gained. By comparing the best language-independent QbE STD system (DTW-Zero) with the text-based DNN STD system, we can claim that building a languageindependent STD system with a performance similar to that of a language-dependent STD system is still far from being achieved. This means that more research is needed in QbE STD to approximate language-independent to language-dependent STD systems in highly difficult speech domains such as spontaneous speech.
Challenge of the QbE STD task
From the results obtained by all the systems submitted to the ALBAYZIN QbE STD 2012 and 2014 evaluations, we can claim that building a QbE STD system with a performance near to that of a text-based STD system for Spanish is still difficult. The ATWV performance obtained by the best QbE STD system (ATWV= 0.2894) compared to that of the best text-based STD system (ATWV= 0.6583) confirms this. There are still many issues that must be solved in the future, depending on the type of the system. On the one hand, for systems based on LVCSR, an accurate word transcription of the query must be obtained. Otherwise, the QbE STD system performance dramatically drops, as we have seen in the 2014 evaluation results.
On the other hand, for systems that rely on template matching, a robust template that efficiently represents the queries and the utterances is necessary. In addition, a reliable search algorithm that hypothesizes query detections is also necessary to output as many hits as All the systems must also deal with the type of speech of the evaluation, mainly spontaneous speech, which represents an important challenge for the QbE STD task. In this way, as in standard ASR systems, special attention must be paid to phenomena such as disfluences, hesitations, and noises. The QbE STD system performance can possibly be enhanced by including some pre-processing steps that deal with these phenomena.
Lessons learned
The different types of systems submitted to the first and second QbE STD evaluations in Spanish provide significant lessons that should be taken into account for forthcoming evaluation editions.
The first ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluation held in 2012 received systems that are mainly language-independent, whereas the evaluation held in 2014 focused on languagedependent systems. Results presented in this paper have shown performance differences between languagedependent and language-independent QbE STD systems.
Moreover, for the language-dependent systems, results have also shown performance differences between systems that employ fusion of word transcription-and template matching-based systems, and systems that do not. Therefore, organizers will thoroughly think about dividing the ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluation for future editions into two different subtasks. The first subtask is suitable for systems that are language-dependent, whereas the second one will be for systems that are language-independent, aiming at building a language-independent STD system and evaluating it in Spanish.
The second ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluation incorporates multi-word and foreign queries to the evaluation. However, there were just a few multi-word and foreign queries in this second evaluation. Future evaluations should include more multi-word and foreign queries.
To compare the system results of the ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluations held in 2012 and 2014, the same evaluation metric (ATWV) has been employed. However, in the recent MediaEval 2014 QbE Search on Speech evaluation [39] , a different metric called normalized cross entropy cost (C nxe ) has been employed. This metric requires calibrated likelihood ratios, and hence, participants will be allowed to submit calibrated likelihood ratios for future evaluation editions. Moreover, the NTCIR-11 QbE STD evaluation also employed a different evaluation metric (Fmeasure). This metric, contrary to ATWV, assigns the same cost to precision and recall values and hence allows comparing the systems from another perspective. Therefore, organizers will probably propose to use both evaluation metrics (C nxe and F-measure) as secondary metrics for next evaluation editions.
The first and second ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluations focused on searching a train/dev query list in train/dev speech data and searching a test query list in test speech data. In future evaluations, the cross-data query search should also be considered. The purpose of this cross-data search is to see how critical tuning is for the different systems. For example, searching test queries in train/dev speech data could be enhanced by unsupervised adaptation, whereas searching train/dev queries in test speech data can measure the generalization capability of the systems on unseen data with the same query list for which good classifiers could have been developed.
Regarding the data preparation, organizers used the database of MAVIR project consisting of recordings of seminars and round tables organized at the general meetings of the project. This database has resulted very challenging with many interesting properties (i.e., different noise levels, different speakers, foreign words, etc.). For instance, in the first ALBAYZIN QbE STD evaluation held in 2012, organizers focused on single-word queries in Spanish, but in the second edition, organizers added multi-word and foreign queries in order to analyze the influence of these in system performance. The database was transcribed and aligned at the utterance level. This was very helpful to produce the manual query alignments, but even using this information it took a considerable amount of time to produce the manual alignments. Although MAVIR data have been very useful, we consider that it will be necessary to use additional data (for instance from broadcast news or perhaps more challenging TV programs) to make the evaluations evolve and not become repetitive. Organizers are currently preparing more data in order to perform a new and more challenging evaluation in 2016. Besides using new data, organizers will probably reuse the same MAVIR data to assess technology improvements on a comparable basis.
